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New York-based Marc Hundley’s practice is known for his unique way of encapsulating moments that
can be considered intimate and solitary. Lyrics lifted from songs, text found in books and poetry, along
with found imagery all lend themselves to Hundley’s hand-painted ‘posters’ and printed Xerox works,
inscribed with the date and address of when and where the source was encountered.
The new works comprising ‘In Another Country’ – Hundley’s second solo exhibition at The Modern
Institute – notably cite one address repeatedly, alluding to the passage of days confined to one
location during the recent period of isolation, as a result of the pandemic.
Hundley weaves his account of the past few months over ten works hung in a conscious order through
the gallery space. A foggy grey hue is painted 7 feet up the gallery walls, as two Breton blue benches
sit in the center of the room, resembling seating in municipal waiting rooms or perhaps a library. As is
often with Hundley’s exhibitions, he creates an inviting atmosphere to pause: seating he provides to
allow more time to stop and consider, but also as settings for communal exchanges. The benches now
represent another outlet of Hundley’s reminiscence and longing for interaction and company.
Beginning with Hundley observing New York emptying from the usual sound of traffic and people on
the street, the start of the pandemic reverberates with sirens and bird song. The canvas work
‘Wishing you were far away’ (2020), details the early days of the shutdown, marked with fragments of
The Jam’s 1981 song ‘That’s Entertainment’. The subsequent works present a non-linear collage of
personal reflections, observations and emotions during a prolonged period of imposed isolation.
Whilst much of Hundley’s earlier practice does touch on solitary moments of loneliness, loss and
melancholia, the new pieces provide a personal narrative to an unprecedented collective experience.
A framed Xerox print uses the imagery of George de la Tour’s ‘Magdalene with the Smoking Flame’,
mirroring Hundley’s state of reflection on the present, and how it affects his feelings on the past and
future as well. Referencing Brian Eno’s ‘Mother Whale Eyeless ‘, ‘Maybe They’re the Same’ (2020)
questions if a change of location would provide a resolution – if In Another Country, the situation was
different – or perhaps, just the same.
The refrain from Mariah Carey’s 1995 ‘Fantasy’ provides a sense of escapism in ‘When I Close My
Eyes’ (2020) - dreaming of being elsewhere, or of fantasizing a person – immersing oneself in fiction
rather than the reality of the present. This longing for a certain person, or social interaction and
normality, leads Hundley to recall memories of elation after seeing someone.
Towards the end of the exhibition, the last few works steer towards a surrender to the merging of
days – how the parameters of time have changed- falling asleep after an uneventful day only to wake
up to another. The imagery in ‘Your Life Will Surely Change’ (2020) depicts blinds, an addition to
Hundley’s windows as the lock down continued, a possible physical manifestation of his yearning for a
diversion from the bleak present.
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‘In Another Country’ concludes with the final canvas bearing the lyrics of Led Zeppelin’s 1970 song
‘That’s The Way’. Carrying the now historic date of May 26th, in which news reported Christian
Cooper, a Black New Yorker, falsely accused in Central Park of threatening a White woman and her
dog whilst peacefully bird-watching; and the announcement of George Floyd’s murder by the police.
Hundley’s new works are bookended by two definitive events in the collective conscience: beginning
with seclusion and silence, and the gradual longing and anger culminate at the event that would
become the advent to a new global chapter.

Marc Hundley (Born 1971, Toronto; Lives and works in New York) has exhibited numerous solo and
group exhibitions. Select solo exhibitions include: ‘I Wish It Were Raining’, Ratio 3, San Francisco
(2020); ‘Under The Net’, CANADA, New York (2019); ‘The Same Different Game’, The Modern
Institute, Aird's Lane Bricks Space (2018); ‘Island’, 23 Washington Square North, New York (2017);
‘Circus of Sour’, Teen Party, New York (2017); ‘New Music’, CANADA, New York (2016); ‘California’,
Look Up Gallery, California (2015); ‘The Waves, The Body Alone’, Team Gallery, New York (2013);
‘Joan Baez is Alive’, Team Gallery, New York (2011); ‘Dictionary’, Art Since The Summer Of '69, New
York (2011); ‘March 3, in collaboration with Rainoff’, Darren Knight Gallery, Sydney (2011).
Huntley has participated in group exhibitions at White Columns, New York; Printed Matter, New
York; Cherry and Martin, Los Angeles; Venus Over Manhattan, New York; amongst others.
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Wishing you were far away, 2020
Acrylic on canvas
155.5 x 109.8 x 4.6 cm framed
61 1/4 x 43 1/4 x 1 3/4 in framed

2

Chiaroscuro, 2020
Ink on paper/xerox print
50.5 x 35.5 x 3 cm framed
19 7/8 x 2 1/8 x 1 1/8 in framed

3

Maybe they’re the same, 2020
Ink on paper/xerox print
87.7 x 63.2 x 4.6 cm framed
34 1/2 x 24 7/8 x 1 3/4 in framed

4

Dreaming of me / dancing with a
distant friend, 2020
Acrylic on canvas
155.2 x 109.7 x 4.6 cm framed
61 1/8 x 43 1/4 x 1 3/4 in framed

5

Walking back from your house,
2020
Ink on paper/xerox print
53.1 x 37.9 x 3 cm framed
20 7/8 x 14 7/8 x 1 1/8 in framed

6

When I look at you, 2020
Ink on paper/xerox print
35.5 x 50.6 x 3 cm framed
14 x 19 7/8 x 1 1/8 in framed

7

When I Close My Eyes, 2020
Acrylic on canvas
124.8 x 155.2 x 4.6 cm framed
49 1/8 x 61 1/8 x 1 3/4 in framed

8

Asleep, 2020
Ink on paper/xerox print
53 x 38 x 3 cm framed
20 7/8 x 15 x 1 1/8 in framed

9

Your life will surely change, 2020
Acrylic on canvas
155.2 x 109.7 x 4.6 cm framed
61 1/8 x 43 1/4 x 1 3/4 in framed

10 Now’s the time, 2020
Acrylic on canvas
94.2 x 64 x 4.6 cm framed
37 1/8 x 25 1/4 x 1 3/4 in framed

11 Days of speed and slow-time
Mondays, 2020
Wood painted with acrylic,
Xerox prints
97 x 240 x 99.5 cm
38 1/4 x 94 1/2 x 39 1/8 in

12 You watch a plane flying across a
clear blue sky, 2020
Wood painted with acrylic,
Xerox prints
97 x 240 x 99.5 cm
38 1/4 x 94 1/2 x 39 1/8 in
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